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FEATURED PRODUCTS
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A mission and environment adaptable full-coverage ballistic goggle with leading anti-fog performance, best-in-class field of view and innovative strap system


[image: ][image: ]GRYPHON FIELD GAITER

Face and neck coverage without interfering with comms or helmet
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Integrated eyewear and headwear systems tailored to your environment and mission
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It’s eyewear innovation at a whole new level.


FEATURED PRODUCTS
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Sunglasses featuring a browless design, off-the-charts anti-fog performance, customizable fit, and rapid lens swap capabilities while exceeding military ballistic impact requirements
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Distinctive, high-impact, and stylish: fragmentation protection in a low-profile, lightweight, modernized design with a tighter curvature.
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Sunglasses featuring a browless design, off-the-charts anti-fog performance, customizable fit, and rapid lens swap capabilities while exceeding military ballistic impact requirements
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Revision has partnered with Fast Metal® to present made in USA sunglasses with ANSI Z87.1+ impact protection
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Distinctive, high-impact, and stylish: fragmentation protection in a low-profile, lightweight, modernized design with a tighter curvature
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FEATURED PRODUCTS
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A mission and environment adaptable full-coverage ballistic goggle with leading anti-fog performance, best-in-class field of view and innovative strap system
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Revision’s flagship goggle system: ballistic protection, wide field-of-view, optimized facial and helmet fit—the ultimate protective goggle for extended use
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A fully-integrated, full-coverage ballistic goggle and balaclava system, with leading anti-fog performance and breathability, for operations in the most unforgiving, extreme cold environments on the planet
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Laser Protective Eyewear & Lesnes For Military, Tactical, and Aviation Protection against Varied Laser Threats.
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For protection against common handheld laser hazards while performing in a cockpit environment.
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Protects against Violet, Blue and Green lasers – 405nm OD4, 445nm OD4, 532nm OD4
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FEATURED PRODUCTS
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Structured Trucker Hat with Adjustable Snapback Closure
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60/40 Cotton Blend T-Shirt


[image: ][image: ]I-Vis Cleaning Cloth

8"x8" Cleaning Cloth
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JOIN THE REVISION TEAM

Revision is a dynamic, innovative, and rapidly growing company.
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REVISION® UNVEILS SLINGSHOT™ BALLISTIC SUNGLASSES

Battlefield Protection with Everyday Style
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Revision’s New I-Vis Technology Revolutionizes Ballistic Eyewear

Isn’t it time for your lenses to work as hard as you do?
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